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Markets in Review
Domestic equity markets posted strong gains during the fourth
quarter of 2019 with the S&P 500 Index increasing 9.07%.
Market volatility was minimal in the quarter with major domestic
indices continuing to reach all-time highs through December on
the back of an accommodative Federal Reserve and a Phase
One trade deal with China. The S&P 500 Index returned 31.49%
over the course of year – the best yearly gain since 2013.
Equity performance was also strong across small- and mid-cap
companies with the Russell 2000 Index and Russell Midcap
Index returning 25.52% and 30.54%, respectively. Growth
stocks once again outperformed their value counterparts across
all market capitalizations. Except for the Real Estate sector’s 0.5% decline, all sectors were positive in the quarter.
Technology continued its strong run, returning 14.4% in the
quarter and 50.3% for the calendar year 2019. The Healthcare
sector rebounded in the quarter returning 14.4%. High dividend
paying defensive sectors like Utilities and Consumer Staples
lagged the overall market as bond yields rose to become more
attractive and risk-on sentiment thrived.
Equity markets outside of the U.S. posted strong gains in the
fourth quarter with Emerging Markets leading the way with an
11.84% return. Chinese markets were a major driver of
Emerging Market returns as positive news flow of a trade deal

with the U.S. calmed investors. A decisive Conservative Party
victory in Britain’s Parliamentary elections led to a strong rally in
UK equity markets as investors saw a pathway forward to a final
Brexit deal. Developed European markets moved higher on
continued European Central Bank accommodation and hopes
that major manufacturing centers were bottoming.
The Federal Open Market Committee (“FOMC”) cut interest
rates by 25 basis points at their October meeting, leaving the
target range for the federal funds rate at 1.50% to 1.75%. Fed
Chairman Jerome Powell cited sluggish global weakness, the
U.S.- China trade war, and uncertainties associated with Brexit
as reasons for the additional rate cut, noting that inflation was
not currently a concern. Chairman Powell also signaled this may
be the final rate cut in this “mid-cycle adjustment” and stated the
FOMC’s current rate stance of monetary policy was likely to
remain appropriate. The yield on the 10-year Treasury rose from
1.68% to finish the quarter at 1.92%. The yield curve steepened
as the FOMC’s rate cuts lowered the short end of the curve, and
recessionary concerns for 2020 abated allowing longer-term
rates to steadily rise.
The initial estimate of fourth quarter gross domestic product
(GDP) was for 2.1% growth, bringing 2019 calendar year growth
to 2.3%. Residential fixed investment, representing purchases
of private residential structures and equipment, was the bright
spot in the report and grew at a 5.8% pace. Personal
consumption expenditures slowed but still grew by 1.8%,
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government spending was additive, and trade provided its
biggest contribution to GDP in a decade as imports collapsed.
One concern in the report was the negative contribution from
business investment, which declined for the third straight
quarter. Consumer confidence indices remained high but did tick
down in December after a strong November reading.
The U.S. unemployment rate remained at 3.5% during the fourth
quarter – its lowest level in 50 years. U.S. hiring picked up with
the economy adding an average of 184,000 jobs per month
during the quarter. The December Jobs Report saw continued
increases in employment in the service sectors, especially
education and health services, which is a trend that was present
throughout the year. Average hourly wages continued to grow
near a 3% rate throughout the quarter.

notice. Previously, the opportunity to make an annual safe
harbor election was required to be made prospectively, no more
than 90 days, or less than 30 days prior to the beginning of the
plan year in which they would apply. Under SECURE, 401(k)
plans can now be amended mid-year to elect safe harbor
provided a non-elective contribution formula is used. These
provisions do not apply to those plans utilizing matching
contributions to satisfy safe harbor provisions.
The maximum percentage for automatic enrollment
contributions has increased from 10 to 15% of compensation for
qualified automatic contribution arrangement safe harbor plans.

The year-over-year headline inflation rate increased to 2.3%
during the quarter, with higher gasoline prices more than
offsetting declines in used automobile prices and airline fares.
During the same period, core inflation, which excludes food and
energy, rose at a 2.3% rate with upward pressure in shelter and
medical care services.

Previously, part-time workers could be excluded from
participating in a 401(k) plan if they had not worked 1,000 hours
in a 12-month eligibility period. For plan years beginning after
December 31, 2020, the SECURE Act requires employers to
include long-term, part-time workers in 401(k) plans. Eligible
employees must have at least 500 annual hours of service for
three consecutive years and be age 21 or older. However, these
participants can be excluded from safe harbor contributions,
nondiscrimination testing and top-heavy requirements.

***

General Retirement Plan Changes

How the SECURE Act is Changing Retirement

Beginning with forms required to be filed after December 31,
2019, SECURE has raised the late filing penalties for Form 5500
from $25 per day to $250 per day, not to exceed $150,000. For
Form 8955-SSA, the penalty for late filing has increased from $1
per day for each day of late filing to $10 per participant per day,
not to exceed $50,000. A Form 8955-SSA is required to be filed
with respect to any plan participant who separated from service
during the year and has a deferred vested benefit under the
plan.

On December 20, 2019, the Setting Every Community Up for
Retirement Enhancement (SECURE) Act was signed into
law.
The SECURE Act represents some of the most significant
changes to retirement plan law since the passage of the Pension
Protection Act of 2006, over thirteen years ago. The provisions
of the Act are broad ranging and span many different effective
dates.
Financial Help for Plan Sponsors
Though tax credits have been in place to help offset the cost of
adopting a new retirement plan, the SECURE Act significantly
expands the tax credit for employers. Prior to the SECURE Act,
employers were allowed a tax credit of the lesser of 50% of
expenses or $500 per year for the first three years. Under
SECURE, the amount of the tax credit is now raised to the lesser
of 50% of expenses or $250 times the number of non-highly
compensated employees eligible to a maximum of $5,000.
Additionally, if the new plan enrolls employees into the plan
using an automatic enrollment provision, the employer will get
an additional annual credit for start-up costs of $500 per year.
This credit is also available to existing plans that convert to an
automatic enrollment design and the new credits apply to the
first 3 years. These changes are effective for taxable years
beginning after December 31, 2019.
Changes to 401(k) Plans
The SECURE Act also has provisions affecting 401(k) plans.
These provisions are effective for plan years beginning after
December 31, 2019.
Plans that elect to utilize a non-elective contribution (minimum
of 3% of pay to all eligible participants) to satisfy the safe harbor
provision, no longer need to distribute an annual safe harbor

Prior to the SECURE Act, Required Minimum Distributions
(RMDs) were required to begin no later than April 1st following
the year in which a participant reached age 70 ½. Starting with
participants obtaining age 70 ½ in 2020, the minimum
distribution age has been raised to 72.
A disaster relief provision will apply to major disasters which
occurred after 2017 through February 18, 2020. Under this
provision, “qualified disaster distributions” of up to $100,000 are
exempt from the 10% premature distribution penalty. A “qualified
disaster distribution” is a distribution made to an individual who
suffered an economic loss and whose principal residence is in a
qualified disaster zone during the period of the disaster (as
specified by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA)). In addition, the normal participant loan limit of $50,000
has increased to $100,000 for affected individuals.
SECURE also allows for penalty free withdrawals for expenses
related to the birth or adoption of a child. The lifetime withdrawal
amount is set at $5,000 and is effective for distributions made
after December 31, 2019.
Pension Plan, IRA and other Changes
SECURE will require a lifetime income illustration on participant
benefit statements. The legislation requires benefit statements
provided to defined contribution plan participants to include a
lifetime income disclosure at least once during any 12-month
period. The disclosure would illustrate the monthly payments the
participant would receive if the total account balance were used
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to provide lifetime income streams. The DOL is expected to give
more definitive direction to the format and content of the
illustrations. Compliance is delayed until 12 months after
additional guidance is provided by the DOL.
SECURE provides a Fiduciary Safe Harbor for selection of
Lifetime Income Providers within a retirement plan. The
legislation provides protection from liability for fiduciaries for any
losses that may result to the participant or beneficiary due to an
insurer’s inability in the future to satisfy its financial obligations
under the terms of the contract. Removing ambiguity about the
fiduciary standard eliminates a roadblock to offering lifetime
income benefit options under a defined contribution plan.
The SECURE Act also increases the portability of annuity
investments by letting employees who take another job or retire
move their annuity to another 401(k) plan or to an IRA without
surrender charges and fees. Portability also comes into play if
the lifetime income investment is no longer authorized to be held
as an investment option under the plan (effective for plan years
beginning after December 31, 2019).
The legislation repeals the prohibition on contributions to a
traditional IRA by an individual who has reached age 70½. As
life expectancy increases, there is an increased number of
individuals continuing employment beyond the traditional
retirement age.
Changes to Earliest Age for Pension Plan In-Service
Retirement
Pension plans, such as defined benefit pension plans, money
purchase pension plan, and hybrid plans, generally are not
allowed to permit distributions before the earlier of retirement
(i.e., termination of service) or normal retirement age. However,
since 2007, current law has also permitted an employee to
receive benefits while still in-service and before retirement, as
long as the participant had reached age 62. The SECURE Act
reduces the earliest age an employee can receive in-service
retirement benefits from a pension plan from age 62 to age 59½.
The change is effective for plan years beginning after December
31, 2019.
Changes for Defined Benefit Plans
SECURE modifies the nondiscrimination rules with respect to
closed or frozen plans to permit existing participants to continue
to accrue benefits. The modification will protect the benefits for
older, longer tenured employees as they near retirement
(effective on the date of enactment).
The Act also eliminates the so-called stretch IRA. Under current
law, after the death of a plan participant or IRA owner, a nonspouse beneficiary is permitted to stretch the required minimum
distributions over the beneficiary’s life based on his or her life
expectancy. Under the new law, all amounts held by the plan or
IRA must be distributed within 10 years of the plan participant’s
or IRA owner’s death. An exception to the 10-year distribution
rule is provided for an “eligible beneficiary,” which includes a
surviving spouse, minor child, disabled or chronically ill
individual, or any other beneficiary who is no more than 10 years
younger than the participant or IRA owner. The new rules will
apply to participants with a date of death after December 31,
2019.

With the scope of changes associated with SECURE, it is
important to note that the act includes a remedial amendment
period that allows plans to operate in accordance with the new
law without having to immediately amend the plan. This
remedial amendment period requires most plans to adopt
conforming amendments by the end of the 2022 plan year.
Government plans and collectively bargained plans will have an
extended amendment period lasting until the end of the 2024
plan year.
The SECURE Act is obviously very broad in scope and may
have changes that directly affect the future operation of many
retirement plans. Please contact us with any questions or
concerns.
***
Upcoming Compliance Deadlines
February 2020
28th: Form 1099-R – The Form 1099-R is due for any
distributions that occurred during the 2019 calendar year. Note:
Participant Loans that are in default may be considered
“deemed” distributions and are reportable on Form 1099-R.
March 2020
15th: ADP/ACP Corrective Testing – Deadline for distributing
contributions and earnings as corrective measures to ADP and
ACP testing for calendar year plans. Corrective distributions
made after the deadline will result in a 10% excise tax on the
amount distributed.
15th: Employer Contributions – Deadline for contributing
employer contributions for amounts to be deducted on 2019 Scorporation and partnership returns for filers with a calendar
fiscal year (unless extended).
April 2020
1st: Required Minimum Distributions – Regulations require
that a participant must receive a required minimum distribution
(RMD) by April 1st of the year following the year in which the
participant attains age 70 ½. Distributions may be delayed until
actual retirement unless the participant is a 5% or more owner.
15th: Excess Deferral Amounts – If a participant makes salary
deferral contributions in excess of the IRS-issued limits in any
calendar year, the plan must return the excess amount plus
earnings to the participant by April 15 of the year following the
year in which the excess occurred. The limits for 2019 were
$19,000, or $25,000 for those age 50 and over if the plan
allowed for catch-up contributions.
15th: Employer Contributions – Deadline for contributing
employer contributions for amounts to be deducted on 2019 Ccorporation and sole proprietor returns for filers with a calendar
fiscal year (unless extended)
***
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Benefit Financial Services Group (BFSG) is a Registered Investment Advisor. You should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this
newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, investment advice from BFSG. The general information in this publication is not intended to be nor
should it be treated as tax, legal, or accounting advice. Additional issues could exist that would affect the tax treatment of a specific transaction and, therefore,
taxpayers should seek advice from an independent tax advisor based on their particular circumstances before acting on any information presented. This
information is not intended to be nor can it be used by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding tax penalties. Some of the information given in this
publication has been produced by unaffiliated third parties and, while it is deemed reliable, the Advisor does not guarantee its timeliness, sequence, accuracy,
adequacy, or completeness and makes no warranties with respect to results to be obtained from its use. Please remember that past performance may not be
indicative of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment. A copy of BFSG’s current written disclosure Brochure discussing our advisory
services and fees is available upon request.
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